Ossifying Fibroma of Distal Fibula managed With En block resection and Primary Tibiotalar Arthrodesis using Charnley’s compression clamps.
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Abstract: Ossifying Fibroma, a tumour rarely found in long bones and never reported in lower end of Fibula as in this case and when left it grew to large size compared to the thin profile of Fibula. En-block resection done and the unstable ankle addressed with Primary TibioTalar Arthrodesis using Charnley’s compression clamps. This method provided stable joint avoiding donor site morbidity instead of using proximal Fibula or Iliac bone graft with acceptable range of movements.

I. Introduction

Ossifying Fibroma is a rare benign bone tumour seen by Orthopaedic Surgeons and extremely rare in Distal Fibula.[1] It is most commonly seen in Maxillo facial region and Tibia, and mostly confused with Mono Osteotic Fibrous Dysplasia but histologically differs with having predominant fibrous woven lamelle[1,2,3] , Adamantinomasis another entity need to be differentiated from Ossifying Fibroma[2,3]. Over all Fibula is less common site for primary tumours of which proximal Fibula is predominant site, rather than rest of the Fibula [4].

Ankle arthrodesis is a common treatment used for patients with end-stage ankle arthritis either Primary or post traumatic, where conservative treatment has failed. The surgical goal of ankle arthrodesis is to obtain bony union between the tibia and talus with adequate alignment slight valgus (0°-5°), neutral dorsiflexion, and mild external rotation in order to provide a pain-free plantigrade foot for weightbearing activities.[5]. The mode of achieving union may be with internal fixation or external fixation, here in this case we used traditional Charnley’s compression clamps for Arthrodesis.

II. Case Report:

This is a case of female manual Labourer, presented with swelling measuring about 12 x 8 x 6 cms for past 30 years, with a non-healing ulcer of 2 cm x 2 cm [fig1], over superolateral aspect of the swelling which she developed following injury 3 weeks ago, ulcer didn’t show any signs of healing owing to stretched and poor vascularity of the skin over the swelling. She developed swelling at the age of 20 which was lemon size initially and gradually progressed to present size, not associated with pain, no restriction of movements, however she is having difficulty in sitting cross legged on floor, and had recurrent minor trauma to the swelling owing to its size and location, no recent increase in size, no engorged veins. The swelling is firm to hard, smooth lobulated and non-tender with no local rise of temperature and found to be in continuation with fibula. Lateral malleoli cannot be distinguished. Skin over the swelling is pinchable, distal neurovascular status is intact.

Patient was evaluated with X rays [fig 2] of left ankle anteroposterior and lateral views, showing a large well defined Osteolytic lesion involving Epiphiseometaphyseal region extending into shaft of lower third Fibula with clear zone of transition.CT scan [fig 3] showed lobulated lytic lesion with multiple thick internal trabuculations with ground glass matrix and zone of transition, MRI scanning [fig 4] suggested an also intensive on T1W, mixed signal intensity on T2W, with peripheral T2W iso intensity and hyper intensity on STIR and no involvement of surrounding soft tissue and no involvement of neurovascular structures.Imaging didn’t reveal any signs suggestive of malignant changes.

Under regional Anaesthesia Tumour accessed with direct lateral approach, skin flap along with ulcer necessary for closure left to the tumor, normal bone resected 1 cm proximal to the tumour to ensure complete removal [fig 5]. Unstable ankle addressed using Charnley’s compression clamps with proximal pin into shaft of the Tibia and distal pin into Talus after removing the cartilage from both the articular surfaces [fig 6]. Intra operative and post-operative period was uneventful. Clamps removed after achieving bony union between Talus and Tibia [fig 6], till then she was kept on strict non weight bearing. Later patient was started partial weight bearing initially in a boot cast and mobilized with full weight-bearing after removing the cast. Patient could able to do 15° of dorsiflexion and 30° of plantar flexion compared to 12° of dorsiflexion and 20° plantar flexion necessary for normal gait.
Histopathology [fig 7] showed interlacing bundles of polygonal to spindle cells containing coarse fibrillary cytoplasm and oval to plump to elongated vesicular nucleus. There is only mild nuclear pleomorphism without significant mitotic activity. There are many spherical bluish osteoid and bluish woven bone of varying sizes with focal Osteoblastic lining. Features infavour of OSSIFYING FIBROMA.

III. Discussion:
Ossifying Fibroma is a rare tumour found in long bones and never reported in lower end of Fibula as in this case and when left it grew to large size compared to the thin profile of Fibula. En-block resection done and the unstable ankle addressed with Primary Tibio-talarArthodesis. Other alternatives were reconstruction of the joint using proximal Fibula [6], resection without reconstruction using braces was done in children [7], or using peroneus brevistenedesed to the distal tibia,[8], or using Tricortical Iliac bone graft[9]. But most of the above procedures need another incision and donor site morbidity and can be tried in young individuals and take time for the results, this patient is a middle aged manual labourer and need to get back to work quickly and need a stable joint with acceptable range of movements, hence proceeded with primary Arthrodesis

IV. Conclusion:
Ossifying Fibroma, a rare benign tumor and occurring in Distal fibula is exceedingly rare, though asymptomatic for prolonged duration, non-healing ulcer became troublesome for the patient and hence proceeded for Enblock resection and in order to give stable joint Primary Arthrodesis of Tibio-talar joint was opted. Patient was followed for one year with no signs of recurrence or Instability while able to perform heavy work. Hence after resection of lateral malleolus primary Arthrodesis gives encouraging results and can be a viable option in elderly and manual workers.

Figure 1 Clinical picture at the time of presentation with an ulcer over the swelling.

Figure 2 X-rays showing large well definedlobulated lytic lesion with clear zone of transition.
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